Abstract

Preclinical cardiac imaging requires high spatial and temporal resolution. The recent progress in preclinical multi-modal approaches and in particular PET/MRI makes nuclear imaging even more relevant in translational research. It has been stated that PET myocardial perfusion assessment under rest and stress for human patients is underutilized. Similarly, cardiac PET imaging investigating cardiac function in rodents is not used to its potential in part due to the perceived complexity of the method and past hardware limitations in spatial and temporal resolution as well as count rate performance. In this paper, we report the recent progress in preclinical PET hardware development enabling now to reach sub-millimeter resolution and high temporal accuracy needed for cardiac gated acquisitions.

Introduction

Patients that faced coronary artery diseases (CAD) strongly benefit from myocardial perfusion PET, as recently indicated by an ASNC/SNMMI position statement. However, as clearly stated myocardial PET imaging is still underused both in clinical and preclinical evaluation of cardiovascular diseases/models. What is true for clinical imaging should, however, be also applied in preclinical set-ups as those finally aim to bridge the gap from translational research to clinical applications. Thus, one can advise researchers to apply those guidelines in a reverse from bench-to-bedside approach when applying small-animal non-invasive myocardial coincidence Positron Emission Tomography (mcPET) to gain confidence and security in separating disease stages from a normal physiological stage. The last point has its importance in the evaluation of therapeutic strategies and the determination of imaging biomarkers of CAD.

Many aspects of myocardial metabolism/perfusion balance and repair are currently explored in rodent models using either FDG/acetate as a surrogate marker of viability and metabolism or index of inflammation via translocator protein TSPO tracers or poly-glucose nanoparticles. However, quite often ECG-gated PET acquisitions are not performed in rodents due to its complexity and for time efficiency, thus hampering the sensitivity of the detection due mainly to cardiac motion and to less extend to respiration but also somehow underestimating the PET signal true quantification (Fig. 1) and minimizing the local changes of myocardial FDG uptake.
Figure 1: Error estimation in myocardial $^{18}$FDG uptake in mcPET acquisitions. 

A: 3D isocontour determined from ungated $^{18}$FDG scan (summation of all cine frames). B and C: corresponding views of the same region of interest on the end systole (ES) and end diastole (ED). D and E: refined region of interest for ES and ED extracted from gated scan. The difference between gated and ungated estimation of myocardial FDG uptake resulted in a significant underestimation of $22 \pm 6$% in the ungated evaluation compared to gated scan (*$P<0.05$ paired t-test, $N=7$).

**Hardware Development Overcoming Limitations to Perform Cardiac Gated Acquisition in Rodents**

In most mcPET scans, long scanning times, when synchronized with cardiac and respiration gating, are required to obtain usable information. Thus, keeping the animal under very long anesthesia conditions and hence reducing the throughput. In preclinical imaging higher radiation doses per body weight have to be applied compared to human scanners due to the fact that not only the rodent metabolism is 5-6 times higher but also the size of a rodent heart is extraordinary smaller compared to human settings. Improvement of sensitivity of preclinical PET systems (e.g. up to 12%; Albira Si PET) but also high efficiency count rate enables now to use low dose scans combined with relatively short acquisition times (20 min for an ECG gated scan reconstructed with 8-16 cine frames Fig. 2).

Resolution is an important factor in cardiac imaging as it is often the case that blood concentration is obtained from the left ventricle. The higher the resolution, the lower the partial volume effect and therefore, less is the contamination from the myocardium into the blood concentration derived from imaging. Fig 3 shows the resolution achieved with some of today's scanner and in particular, when real time, true Depth of Interaction (DOI) information exists, the resolution can stay high across the full field of view. This opens up possibilities like multiple animal imaging where hearts are positioned away from the center of the scanner.

Figure 2: ECG-gated $^{18}$FDG cardiac PET images at end diastole in mouse (A) and rat (B) after 20 min acquisition.

Figure 3: Albira Si high resolution regardless of position in the FOV. Left: Resolution stays constant due to the accurate real time and true DOI (Depth of Interaction) correction. Right: Derenzo phantom imaged in 4 locations, capillaries are 0.75, 1.0, 1.35, 1.7, 2.0 and 2.4 mm.

These multi-factor high-power performances enables researchers to obtain results with low or ultra-low tracer activity ("safe") at high (diagnostic) accuracy ("sensitive") and in the shortest possible time ("efficient"). Scanning times are utmost important to be clinically-relevant (in daily routine 5-20 min) and thus to stay patient as well as cost-centered. Longer scanning times on ill or high-risk patients as well as on populations with overweighted BMIs would contradict a clinical translation of preclinical mcPET results. In addition, the convergence factor/
implication should not be underestimated, thus applying the best fitting methods to obtain (clinically) meaningful research results. Bruker enables researchers with these convenient mcPET solutions that uniquely combine excellent NEMA sensitivity paired with the measurable and non-simulated PET full-field of view accuracy (FFA), as well as sub-millimeter resolution. With these tools, the recommendations given by the ASNC and SNMMI, as well the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) are now feasible with unprecedented accuracy. Indeed, the intrinsic resolution of the state-of-the-art preclinical PET scanners can now achieve sub-millimeter resolution enabling accurate detection of small lesions but also a better characterization of the right myocardial physiology, which is also affected in some pathologies such as pulmonary hypertension. It is also now more feasible to image smaller species such as mice in models that were previously only performed in rats, adding now the valuable use of genetically modified rodent strains.

In addition, the best in class NEMA sensitivity of 9% (12% iterative) reduces the user’s risk by handling only very low radiation doses and subsequently reduces the dose applied (repeatedly) to the research/diagnosed subject and thus reflects the important human patients’ safety concerns for “patients” with CAD, who will be repetitively exposed to radiation and thus get a summed up increased life-time person radiation dose. Here the ultimate goal to reduce the dose has to be applied in any research setting that claims to aim for a clinical translation. High doses can be detrimental during in vivo non-invasive imaging not only because of the above mentioned indications but also due to serious biological radiation effects. Those lead to erroneous conclusions, animal-care concerns and again a non-meaningful study set-up that is based on suspicious assumptions.

Multi-Modal Imaging Approaches

Bruker’s PET/CT, in-line PET/MR and PET-Insert solutions allow uncompromised high-sensitivity and specificity measurements of all imaging modalities outperforming other non-invasive approaches. PET/CT has and is often still seen as the Gold-standard: The CT modality offers the ability to perform whole body anatomical imaging with a resolution of approximately 80-100 μm, therefore offering a detailed hard-tissue reference to PET images. CT is also used to correct PET images for photon attenuation and therefore extract quantitative parameters from PET. Moreover, for cardiac application in murine models CT can provide complementary information such as calcification area and fine shape of vessel and cardiac structure. Recently usage of carbon nanotube was successfully applied in vivo to delineate calcification volume and plaque area in aortic arch and valves. Finally, detailed angiography and cardiac morphology can be obtained using commercially available blood pool contrast agents such as Fenestra VC or ExiTron nano 12000 (NanoPET, Berlin).

However, currently PET/MR is gaining more ground particularly in cardiac imaging. As with the PET/CT the Bruker PET/MR solutions are based on Bruker’s state-of-the-art silicon PET (Si PET) detector innovations. Its unique continuous crystal design with precise DOI detection and advanced electronics with full row and column readout provides up to 0.7 mm resolution at Full Field Accuracy (FFA) and with 12% sensitivity. Its proven and already published ability to work in 15.2 T MR stray fields extends the Bruker Si PET technology up to high field MR either as a sequential in-line solution or as simultaneous PET/MR configuration. This already resulted in new areas of applications while enabling to combine the PET imaging read-out with complementary soft tissue information or in the form of simultaneous PET/MR in form of information gain such as global function through quantification of ejection fraction, cardiac output and wall thickening and precise localization of infarcted regions via late gadolinium enhanced techniques.

Subsequently, Bruker’s MR information can also be used to further refine the way PET data are acquired or processed by using those a priori information in PET reconstruction with motion compensation using self-gated MRI (IntraGate®). Indeed, the use of the MRI information for retrospective cardiac/respiration gating without the use of ECG electrodes was recently demonstrated in rats and was one of the highlights of the last WMIC 2017 meeting in Philadelphia (Fig. 4). But one can also think of MRI-based partial volume correction using true geometrical information as opposed to model based methods and PET/MRI fingerprinting providing information on tissue metabolic state, structural integrity, perfusion, global/local function and molecular pathways in the same subject.
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Conclusion

Bruker’s mcPET solutions offers high-translational value(s) for obtaining safe, fast, reliable and non-invasive research results. Its combination with high resolution CT or (ultra) high field MRI open new horizons for true sequential as well as simultaneous investigation of fast evolving disorders such as ischemic/ reperfusion myocardial injuries.
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